
WINE BY THE GLASS 15 cl

WHITE

LUTZVILLE CHARDONNAY,  S. Africa 7
Crisp and fresh bursting with flavours of grapefruit,  
melon and citrus on the nose.

BARON MOLTALTO BIANCO, Italy  7
Modern fresh wine from Sicily. Crisp wine, fruity flavour
 of citrus and peach.

PIENO SUD BIANCO, Italy  8
Has a ripe pear and red apple fruit flavour, a hint of spice
and lemony crispiness on the finish.

PETER MEYER MOSEL RIESLING, Germany 8
Intense aromatic notes of yellow rose lead to a fresh,

RED

LUTZVILLE CABERNET SAUVIGNON,  S. Africa  7
Rich blackcurrant and blackberry fruit flavours.
Excellent partner to red meat.

PIENO SUD ROSSO, Italy  8
Juicy well balanced with flavours of ripe red fruit 
and spicy characters.

PETER MEYER PINOT NOIR, Germany 8
Expressive wine with a full body, nice balance and long finish.

CANDIDATO BARRICA 3 TEMPRANILLO, Spain 10
Intense aromatic notes of yellow rose lead to a fresh,
medium-bodied palate and a nicely lingering finish.

ROSÉ

LUTZVILLE SHIRAZ ROSÉ, S. Africa  8
Bursting with Raspberry and Strawberry flavours,  
hasan off dry touch.

SPARKLING

PROSECCO LUNA ARGENTA BRUT, Italy  8
Perfect as an aperitif and accompanies all meals,
best with fish and seafood.

WINES BY THE BOTTLE 
WHITE

LUTZVILLE CHARDONNAY, S. Africa 35
Crisp and fresh bursting with flavours of grapefruit, melon 
and citrus on the nose.

BARON MOLTALTO BIANCO, Italy  35
Modern fresh wine from Sicily. Crisp wine, fruity flavour
of citrus and peach.

PIENO SUD BIANCO, ITALY 40
Has a ripe pear and red apple fruit flavour, a hint of spice,
 nd lemony crispiness on the finish

PETER MEYER MOSEL RIESLING, Germany 40
Fresh and fruity, medium dry.

NIEL JOUBERT CHENIN BLANC, S. Africa 40
Very attractive nose with lots of tropical fruits such as pineapple,
 guava and citrus fruit, carrying on to the crisp, refreshing palate.

VILLA ANTINORI BIANCO 2014, Italy 50
Intense aromatic notes of yellow rose lead to a fresh,
medium-bodied palate and a nicely lingering finish.

ARTHUR METZ ALSACE GEWURZTRAMINER, France 55
Great intensity. Floral and spicy, very “rose” and very delicate.
Souple, balanced and a great length on the mouth.

LA CHABLISIENNE PETIT CHABLIS ‘PAS SI PETIT’, France  60
Fresh bouquet of honeysuckle evolving towards orange. 
A flavour of lime dominates. This refreshing quality is quickly 
counterbalanced by a pleasant bitterness saltiness. 

ATTEMS CHARDONNAY VENEZIA GIULIA IGT, Italy 60
The taste of wine is full bodied, crisp, fresh, excellent depth,
 complexity and balance, with a surprisingly spicy fruit tones
 and a long and crisp mineral finish.

LA SCOLCA GAVI DOCG ‘WHITE LABEL’, Italy 70
All about freshness and crispness. Well-balanced aromas and
flavors of citrus and almond and very bright acidity make it 
lip-smackingly refreshing.

FOUCHER LEBRUN POUILLY 
FUME LA VIGNE DU BOIS JOLI (2014), France 100
An elegant Pouilly-Fumé showing the appellation’s famous
smoky note alongside the typical lemon and elderflower 
characters of Sauvignon Blanc

RENE MURE RIESLING SIGNATURE (2013), France 105
Light yellow and brilliant, the nose is pure and presents aromas
of lemon and of cardamom. On the palate, it is a typical Riesling
with lemony notes of citrus fruits and also some minerality. 

LOUIS JADOT POUILLY-FUISSE (2014), France 130
This wine is vibrant and generous with apple and melon fruit,
 a creamy mid-palate texture, and a poised, mineral finish.

CHABLIS 1ER CRU VAU LIGNEAU, France 150
Fresh, classic nose with notes of green apple, hawthorn and
minerals. Crisp on the palate while displaying good depth
of flavour, and a long, dynamic finish.

ROSÉ WINE

LUTZVILLE SHIRAZ ROSÉ, S. Africa 40
Bursting with Raspberry and Strawberry flavours, has 
an off dry touch. 

CHATEAU MINUTY COTES DE PROVENCE  
‘M DE MINUTY’, France 50
A magnificent wine of pleasure: the aromatic harmony of Grenache
and cinsault offers some notes of peach and candied orange. 
the mouth is fresh and round.

BUITENVERWACHTING BLANC DE NOIR ROSÉ, 
CONSTANTIA, S. Africa 70
Attractive salmon pink in colour with strawberry characters
and aromatic peach-like flavours

RED WINE

PIENO SUD ROSSO, Italy 35
Juicy well balanced with flavours of ripe red fruit 
and spicy characters

LUTZVILLE CABERNET SAUVIGNON, S. Africa 40
Rich blackcurrant and blackberry fruit flavours.
Excellent partner to red meat

NEIL JOUBERT PINOTAGE PAARL (2013), S. Africa 40
This Pinotage is medium-bodied and silky-textured with oodles of soft dark 
fruit and finely balanced tannins. Juicy plum and mulberry flavours abound

PETER MEYER PINOT NOIR, Germany 50
Expressive wine with a full body, nice balance and long finish

CANDIDATO BARRICA 3 TEMPRANILLO, Spain 50
Vanilla oak seasoning the lush rhubarb and strawberry fruit.

MASCIARELLI MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO DOC, Italy 50
Intense and complex nose of red berries, cherries and red currants.
The wine possesses character and sophistication.

CHÂTEAU MERLET-LES COLLINES FLEURIES 
BORDEAUX, France 50
Freshand pleasant with bright cherry red colour with purple tints. It offers 
plenty of finesse with peppery notes that give way to aromas of redcurrant  
and strawberry. Harmonious structure, with a red fruit and cherry-stone finish.



RED WINE

FRANCOIS ARNAUD COEUR DE TERROIR  
CÔTES DU RHÔNE, France 55
Organic, luscious fruit driven wine with great depth. Medium-bodied
with good tannins. balanced acidity with a palate of berry notes and spices.

CABERNET SAUVIGNON-MERLOT 
VINTAGE (2012), S. Africa 55
Bright stylish aromas of cassis and plums.Well tuned and 
fragrant finish.Beyound expectation.

CHÂTEAU DES VIERRES BEAUJOLAIS VILLAGES, France 75
Attractive cherry-coloured wine with a bouquet of strawberry 
and blackcurrant. Smooth and well balanced.

REYNEKE ‘CORNERSTONE’ RED  
(BORDEAUX STYLE), S. Africa 80
Biodynamic Bordeaux blend combines freshness with a real
intense concentration. A wine which has lovely balance,  
with juicy tannins, adding structure and focus.

VILLA ANTINORI ROSSO TOSCANA (2012), Italy 90
Full, robust black cherry and plum flavours. Rich in tannin
and yet balanced, soft and elegant.

CHÂTEAUNEUF DU PAPE 
DAUVERGNE ET RANVIER, France 100
Expresses black fruit, fresh leather, curry. Opens up with burnt wood notes, 
coffee and pepper. Warm and friendly, subtle palate.

MOULIN-A-VENT CHÂTEAU DES JACQUES, France 120
Moulin-A-Vent is one of the ‘senior’ Beaujolais crus, and this is
suitably grand, with concentrated black cherry fruit and notes of kirsch,
red fruits, floral and violets. Excellent structure and good length.

CHÂTEAU ROLLAND MAILLET (2011)  
BORDEAUX SAINT EMILION, France 135
Expressive bouquet of the wine reveals aromas of ripe red and
black fruit, hints of tobacco and coffee notes. The taste of wine is soft,
medium density, with good tannins and long finish.

DOMAINE FAIVELEY NUITS-SAINT-GEORGES, France 150
The nose unveils woody, fruity and spicy scents. Then comes a round,
full attack on the palate with velvety, silky tannins and beautiful balance.
This wine is characterised by finesse, charm and elegance.

DESSERT WINE

CHÂTEAU DE COY SAUTERNES, France 105
Blossom and stone fruit, with a hint of honeysuckle. Balance sweetness
with acidity, concentration with freshness, and power with elegance.

CHAMPAGNE

PERRIER JOUET GRAND BRUT, France 160
Beautiful golden hue with a lively freshness revealing harmonious
fruity and floral aromas.Beautiful structure, balance and roundness.

MOET & CHANDON IMPERIAL, France 160
Offers a bright fruitiness, a seductive palate, an elegant maturity

TAITTINGER ROSÉ BRUT, France 170
Intense cherry-pink, persistent pinpoint bubbles rising in delicate
strands to the surface of the wine.Elegant, subtle floral and earth nuances. 

TAITTINGER BRUT MILLESIME (2006), France 180
The effervescence is lively, with abundant, very fine bubbles.
 Instantly reveals great finesse, with elegant notes of vine flowers.
 Fruity aromas, evoking currants and quince paste

LOUIS ROEDERER BRUT PREMIER, France 180
The wine has a fresh festive finesse... In the mouth, the wine has  
structure, richness and length. It is a full, complex wine that is both  
modern and powerful, whilst remaining a great classic 

VEUVE CLIQUOT, France 180
Elegant and suculent.A symbol of festivity and luxury

DOM PERIGNON, France 440
Freshness, Finess and complexity. Class and elegance.

SPARKLING WINE

PROSECCO LUNA ARGENTA BRUT, Italy 40
Perfect as an aperitif and accompanies all meals. 
Notes ofPeach, soft lemonand lime with a crisp finish

GEISWEILER EXCELLENCE BRUT  
BLANC DE BLANCS, France 45
Wine with a charming aroma of grapefruit, complemented by hints 
of white flowers. fresh, elegant, dry, with a very thin perlyazhem
that is characteristic only of high quality wines.

CHARLES DE FERE ROSÉ BRUT, France  50
The color is a striking, bright pink reminiscent of fresh strawberries.
Fresh and fruity nose with aromas of ripe red berries.

NINO FRANCO PROSECCO DI VALDOBBIADENE, Italy 60
Unquestionably the world’s finest value in a high quality, 
Champagne look-alike. Light-bodied ,offering gorgeously elegant,
fresh, lively fruit, citrus, and persistent effervescence.

NINO FRANCO VALDOBBIADENE DOGG 
PRIMI FRANCO, Italy 80
Intense bouquet of exotic fruit and ripe apples with notes of almond 
and candied lemon peel. The palate is typically sweet and fruity,
balanced by an amiable acidity, finishing with a pleasant freshness.

Prize in USD. 12% GST and 10% Service Charge included W
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